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Grained european calf
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Matte italian calf

Syrah
Matte italian calf

Petroleum
Matte italian calf

SYE blue
Semi-matte full grain italian calf



FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Asphalt
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Shrunk European calfskin with embossed grain 
High resistance leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓



Carbon black
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
French calf Novo Nappa 
Elaborated in France with a double tanning process for 
a high-quality touch and softness

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Skybury
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
French calf Novo Nappa 
Elaborated in France with a double tanning process for 
a high-quality touch and softness

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Whiskey
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
French calf Novo Nappa 
Elaborated in France with a double tanning process for 
a high-quality touch and softness

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Impala
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Italian calf matte 
Elaborated in a french tannery for a high resistance 
leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Highland
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Shrunk European calfskin with embossed grain 
High resistance leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Tundra
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Italian calf matte 
Elaborated in a french tannery for a high resistance 
leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Syrah
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Italian calf matte 
Elaborated in a french tannery for a high resistance 
leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



Petroleum
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Italian calf matte 
Elaborated in a french tannery for a high resistance 
leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



SYE blue
Fastback™ straps for SYE MOT1ON watches bring Sports Tailoring to your wrist. Their exclusive style is a 
combination of refined and dynamic. 
With the top quality leathers we selected, your Fastback™ strap will acquire its own patina over time, which 
will make your SYE MOT1ON watch just that little bit more exclusive.

FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAP

Patina index 
Lining sweat resistance 
REACH certification

Leather is a living and unique material.. Therefore it is absolutely natural that the straps vary in 
appearance between each other and vary in appearance over time.

Unique Tailoring shape crafted by our french 
manufacturer carrying the « entreprise du patrimoine 
vivant » label

SPECIFICATIONS

LEATHER
Full grain semi-matte Italian leather 
Elaborated in a French tannery for a high resistance 
leather

STRAP

Full grain italian leather in SYE blueLINING

Width (top/buckle) : 20/18 mm 
Length (long/short strap) : 120/70 mm

SIZE

EXTRAS
Stainless steel inserts for durability 
Integrated quick change strip for buckle swap without 
tool

TESTS
✓

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.



FASTBACK™ PREMIUM STRAPS

Stainless steel inserts

Rembordé leather

9 adjustment levels

Sweat resistant lining 
SYE blue colour signature

Quick change strip to swap out your buckle without any tool

1st loop (fixed)

2nd loop (mobile)

Embossed « Start Your Engine »

Rembordé leather around the inserts

The products displayed on these product sheets are actual prototypes that may present some imperfections that will be corrected during the production phase.
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